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kotak mahindra bank was the first bank to grant dikshit loan of rs 5 crore in
1991. during the tenure of then president narayan dutt tandon, the loan was

sanctioned to dikshit on september 26, 1991, he is not the only member of the
family to have walked the path of pwd. former congress mp sanjay dikshit was

chairing the public works department during the tenure of indira gandhi. in
2002, the then president, a.p.j. abdul kalam, appointed him as a cabinet

minister. however, in 2006, he became a leader of the upa government. his
elder daughter, congress mp sandhya dikshit, was appointed minister in the
ministry for revenue and out-going minister, sachin pilot, who is a member of
the family, was the chairperson of the standing committee on public works. as

reported in ians news, his younger daughter, arvinder, is in the race for the
upcoming assembly elections. arvinder is a first-time candidate for the

elections from the constituency of shehergarh in north delhi. besides, his
brother, rajiv dikshit, is a member of the party and is in the race for a rajya

sabha seat. the 41-year-old congress leader is also considered as a potential
contender to take over as the next chief minister of delhi. the state has been

under the rule of the aap since november 2013, when the party supremo
arvind kejriwal swept polls. according to reports, dikshit and his family will be

contesting assembly elections in punjab and haryana. he also spent more than
four months in jail in 2005 as he was part of the february 2006 punjab
assembly elections. the congress was decimated in the 2013 assembly

elections, and kejriwal swept all the delhi seats. the election of the third-time
delhi chief minister came as a complete shock to his political opponents.
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